The crystallization of a 1:1 molar solution of 1,2-diiodo-3,4,5,6-tetrafluorobenzene (o-DITFB) and tetrabutylammonium bromide (n-Bu 4 NBr) from dichloromethane yielded pure white crystals of a halogen-bonded compound, C 16 ]. The bromide ion is a bidentate halogen-bond acceptor which interacts with two covalently bonded iodines (i.e. halogen-bond donors), resulting in a one-dimensional polymeric zigzag chain network approximately along the a axis. The observed short contacts and angles are characteristic of the non-covalent interaction [d C-IÁ Á ÁBr = 3.1593 (4)-3.2590 (5) Å ; C-IÁ Á ÁBr = 174.89 (7) and 178.16 (7) ]. It is noted that iodine acts as both a halogen-bond donor and a weak CH hydrogen-bond acceptor, while the bromide ions act as acceptors for weak CH hydrogen bonds and halogen bonds.
Related literature
The halogen-bonding motif of a polymeric anionic zigzag chain has been described for halogen-bonded compounds of phosphonium halides and diiodoperfluorobenzenes, see: Abate et al. (2009) Table 1 Contacts below the sum of the van der Waals radii involving DITFB (Å , ).
C-XÁ Á ÁH XÁ Á ÁH C -XÁ Á ÁH 115.88 (7) Symmetry codes: (i) 1 À x, 1 À y, Àz; (ii) x, À1 + y, z; (iii) 1 + x, y, z. Table 2 Halogen-bond geometry (Å , ). 
S1. Experimental
Data collection results for [(n-Bu 4 NBr)(o-DITFB)]·CH 2 Cl 2 represent the best data sets obtained in several trials. Crystals were mounted on thin glass fibers using paraffin oil. Prior to data collection, crystals were cooled to 200.15 °K. Data were collected on a Bruker AXS SMART single crystal diffractometer equipped with a sealed Mo tube source (wavelength 0.71073 Å) APEX II CCD detector. Raw data collection and processing were performed with the APEX II software package (BRUKER AXS, 2005) . Due to lower symmetry in order to ensure adequate data completeness and redundancy, diffraction data were collected with a sequence of 0.3° ω scans at 0, 90, 180, and 270° in φ. Initial unit cell parameters were determined from 60 data frames with 0.3° ω scan each collected at the different sections of the Ewald sphere. Semi-empirical absorption corrections based on equivalent reflections were applied. In structural models for the compound, hydrogen atom positions were located from the differences in Fourier maps. However, after initial positioning, all hydrogen atoms were constrained to suitable geometries and subsequently treated as idealized contributions during the refinement. All scattering factors are contained in several versions of the SHELXTL program library, with the latest version used being v.6.12.
S2. Refinement details
Systematic absences in the diffraction data set and unit-cell parameters were consistent with the triclinic P1 (No. 2) space group. Solutions in this centrosymmetric space group yielded chemically reasonable and computationally stable results of refinement. The structure was solved by direct methods, completed with difference Fourier synthesis, and refined with full-matrix least-squares procedures based on F 2 . In the structure all molecular fragments are located in general positions.
In the structural model hydrogen atom positions were located from the differences in Fourier maps. However, after initial positioning, all hydrogen atomic positions were constrained to suitable geometries and subsequently treated as 
Special details
Experimental. Data collection is performed with four batch runs at phi = 0.00 ° (600 frames), at phi = 90.00 ° (600 frames), at phi = 180.00 ° (600 frames), and at phi = 270.00 ° (600 frames). A fifth batch run is collected at phi = 0.00 ° (50 frames) to monitor crystal and diffractometer stability. Frame width = 0.30 ° in omega. Data is merged, corrected for decay (if any), and treated with multi-scan absorption corrections (if required). All symmetry-equivalent reflections are merged for centrosymmetric data. Friedel pairs are not merged for noncentrosymmetric data. 
